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Embodied CassieStuart C. ShapiroDepartment of Computer Science and Engineering and Center for Cognitive ScienceState University of New York at Bu�alo226 Bell Hall, Bu�alo, NY 14260-2000, U.S.A.shapiro@cs.buffalo.eduAbstractWe have enhanced a computational cognitive agent byembodying it with real and simulated bodies operat-ing in real and simulated worlds. This has allowed usto experiment with various ways that embodiment in-uences the creation and meaning of the agent's be-liefs and other terms in its knowledge base, includ-ing: symbol-grounding by perception and action; �rst-person privileged knowledge; the representation anduse of indexicals; having a personal sense of time; andlow-level bodily awareness.IntroductionWe have been engaged in a series of projects in whichCassie, the SNePS cognitive agent (Shapiro & Rapaport1987; Shapiro 1989; Shapiro & Rapaport 1991; 1992;Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998),has been incorporated into a hardware or software-simulated cognitive robot. The capabilities of the em-bodied Cassie have included: input and output in frag-ments of English; reasoning; performance of primitiveand composite acts; and vision. In this paper, I give anoverview of these projects, and discuss some of the waysembodiment inuences the creation and meaning of theagent's beliefs and other terms in its knowledge base.The issues discussed are: symbol-grounding by percep-tion and action; �rst-person privileged knowledge; therepresentation and use of indexicals; having a personalsense of time; and low-level bodily awareness.Interaction with CassieInteraction with Cassie is carried out in a fragment ofEnglish implemented in an ATN analysis/generationgrammar (see (Shapiro 1982; 1989)). Each input canbe a statement, a question, or a command. A summaryof the I/O loop is:1. The input is analyzed using syntax, semantics, andpragmatics, along with all of Cassie's current beliefs,supplemented by inference if needed, by interactionwith the (real or simulated) world if needed, and byclari�cation dialogue with the user if needed.2. Analysis of the input may result in new terms beingintroduced into Cassie's belief space, some of whichmight represent new beliefs (see (Shapiro 1993)).

3.(a) If the input was a statement, an English sentenceis generated from the SNePS term representingthe main proposition expressed by the input, andthis generated statement is output preceded by thecanned phrase \I understand that".(b) If the input was a question, the answer to the ques-tion is retrieved or inferred based on Cassie's cur-rent beliefs, and that answer is output in English.(c) If the input was a command, Cassie carries outthe command, and outputs generated English sen-tences expressing what she is doing as she is doingit.Of course, something might go wrong|Cassie mightnot understand the input, might not be able to answerthe question, or might not be able to carry out thecommand.The FEVAHRFrom 1994 to 1997, we were involved in a project spon-sored by NASA to embody Cassie as a \Foveal Extra-Vehicular Activity Helper-Retriever (FEVAHR)." Forthe hardware version of this robot, we used a commer-cial Nomad robot enhanced, by Amherst Systems, Inc.,with a foveal vision system consisting of a pair of cam-eras with associated hardware and software. The No-mad came supplied with sonar, bumpers, and wheels.Cassie, in her role as a FEVAHR, operates in a 170 �170 room containing:� Cassie;� Stu, a human supervisor;� Bill, another human;� a green robot;� three indistinguishable red robots.(In the actual room in which the Nomad robot oper-ated, \Stu" was a yellow cube, \Bill" was a blue cube,the green robot was a green ball, and the red robotswere red balls.) Cassie is always talking to either Stuor Bill (initially to Stu). That person addresses Cassiewhen he talks, and Cassie always addresses that per-son when she talks. Cassie can be told to talk to theother person, or to �nd, look at, go to, or follow any



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 2of the people or robots in the room. Cassie can alsoengage in conversations on a limited number of othertopics in a fragment of English, similar to some of theconversations in (Shapiro 1989).The Architecture of Embodied CassieThe architecture we have been using for the embodiedCassie is GLAIR (Grounded Layered Architecture withIntegrated Reasoning) (Hexmoor, Lammens, & Shapiro1993; Lammens, Hexmoor, & Shapiro 1995). This is athree-level architecture consisting of:The Knowledge Level (KL): the location of sym-bolic \conscious" reasoning, implemented by theSNePS Knowledge Representation and Reasoning(KR&R) system, in which terms of the SNePS logi-cal language represent the mental entities conceivedof and reasoned about by Cassie;The Perceptuo-Motor Level (PML): the locationof routine behaviors that can be carried out withoutthinking about each step, and of the data objects thatthese behaviors operate on;The Sensori-Actuator Level (SAL): the locationof control of individual sensors and e�ectors.SNePS (and hence the KL) is implemented in CommonLisp. The SAL has been implemented in C. The PMLhas been implemented in three sub-levels:1. The highest sub-level (which I will refer to as PMLa)has been implemented in Common Lisp, and containsthe de�nitions of the functions that implement theactivity represented by SNePS action-terms.2. The middle sub-level (henceforth PMLw) contains aset of Common Lisp symbols and functions de�ned inthe WORLD package which use Common Lisp's foreignfunction facility to link to3. the lowest sub-level (henceforth PMLc), which hasbeen a C implementation of \behavioral networks"(Hexmoor 1995).The Common Lisp programs, PMLc, and the SAL runon di�erent processes, and, in some circumstances, ondi�erent machines.During development of the KL part of the FEVAHR,and subsequently, we used several simulations of therobot and of the world it operates in:The ASCII Simulation replaces everything belowPMLa, with functions which just print an indicationof what the FEVAHR would do;The Garnet Simulation simulates the FEVAHRand its world by Garnet (Gar 1993) objects in aGarnet window.The VRML Simulation simulates the FEVAHRand its world by VRML (Virtual Reality ModelingLanguage, see http://www.vrml.org/) objectsvisible through a World-Wide Web browser.

The Nomad Simulator uses the simulator that wasincluded with the Nomad robot, enhanced by a simu-lation of the FEVAHR's world and its vision system.It is signi�cant that no code at the KL or PMLa levelsneed be changed when switching among these four dif-ferent simulations and the hardware robot. All that isrequired is a di�erent PMLw �le that just prints a mes-sage, or makes calls to its appropriate PMLc sub-level.Terms, Entities, Symbols, and ObjectsCassie uses SNePS terms to think about the objects inher world. These objects, as Cassie conceives of them,are Cassie's mental entities, and may correspond moreor less well with objects in the real world. When thehardware Nomad is being used, there really are objectsin the real world. However, when one of the simulatorsis being used, we must use simulated objects that are,nevertheless, distinct from the SNePS terms that repre-sent them. The simulated objects we use are CommonLisp symbols1 in the WORLD package. It will be remem-bered that these symbols reside in the PMLw level ofthe GLAIR architecture.For example, Cassie uses the individual constantB5 to represent Bill, and at the beginning of theinteraction she has the following two beliefs abouthim (expressions of SNePS logic will be shown us-ing the syntax of SNePSLOG (Shapiro et al. 1981;Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998,Chapter 7), one of the available SNePS interface lan-guages):Person(B5)Propername(B5, "Bill")That is, the term B5 denotes the mental entity, a per-son named \Bill". Meanwhile, the simulated Bill isWORLD:BILL; the vision researchers actually used a bigblue cube to stand in for Bill; and the real Bill is downthe hall in his o�ce.Embodiment and BeliefsSymbol-Grounding by PerceptionSymbol-grounding, as discussed by Harnad (Harnad1990) and others, deals with the grounding of KR sym-bols in nonsymbolic representations of perceptions ofreal-world objects. One way to focus on the issue is toconsider two ways for a computational cognitive agentto convince us that she understands the color green.One way is purely in language|name green things, con-trast them with things of other colors, discuss di�erentshades of green, etc. Another way is to pick out greenthings in the real world. Building and experimentingwith cognitive robots gives us the ability to experimentwith and demonstrate this latter way of showing \un-derstanding."1In the Garnet simulation, we use structured objects, butI will continue to use the term \symbol" to avoid confusionwith real-world objects.



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 3The Cassie FEVAHR grounds some of its symbols inperception by \aligning" some of its SNePS KL termswith sub-KL descriptions. A description is a pair,hcolor ; shapei, where each of color and shape is a num-ber or symbol that can be used by the PMLw or lowerlevels to �nd the real or simulated objects. In the Gar-net simulation, these are symbols imported from theGarnet packages that specify the color and shape of theGarnet objects. In the Nomad robot, these are numberswhich, when passed as arguments to SAL C functions,designate the appropriate colors and shapes to the vi-sion system. Table 1 shows the descriptions of Stu,KL term ASCII World DescriptionStu hWORLD:YELLOW, WORLD:SQUAREiBill hWORLD:BLUE, WORLD:SQUAREigreen hWORLD:GREEN, NILired hWORLD:RED, NILirobots hNIL, WORLD:CIRCLEiTable 1: Descriptions aligned with KL termsBill, the color green, the color red, and the categoryof robots in the ASCII simulation. Partial descriptionsare uni�ed to get full descriptions. For example, the fulldescription of the green robot in the ASCII simulationis hWORLD:GREEN, WORLD:CIRCLEiConsider how the Nomad robot FEVAHR respondsto the command, \Find the green robot."1. The parser �nds the SNePS term (B6) that representsthe green robot.2. The PMLa function for �nding is given B6, �nds itsdescription to be h11; 22i, and calls the PMLw func-tion for �nding something of that description.3. The PMLw function calls the appropriate C proce-dures, with arguments 11 and 22, that direct the vi-sion system to move the cameras until they focus onsomething of color 11 and shape 22. The implemen-tors of the vision system have already trained thevision system so that color 11 is what we would call\green" and shape 22 is what we would call \spheri-cal."4. A SNePS term is created that represents the beliefthat Cassie has found B6.5. Cassie expresses this belief by generating the sentence\I found the green robot."6. The PMLw symbol WORLD:GREENIE is placed as thevalue of the PMLa variable *STM*, which serves asCassie's short-term iconic memory.7. A SNePS term is created that represents the beliefthat Cassie is looking at B6.8. Cassie expresses this belief by generating the sentence\I am looking at the green robot."In the process, Cassie demonstrates her understandingof \green" and of \robot" by the Nomad robot's ac-

tually turning its cameras to focus on the green robot(ball).The following is an example of an interaction with theASCII version of the FEVAHR. Sentences preceded by\:" are input; sentences beginning with \The FEVAHR"are the ASCII simulations of FEVAHR actions; theother sentences are Cassie's output.: Find the green robot.The FEVAHR is looking for somethingthat's GREEN and a CIRCLE.The FEVAHR found WORLD:GREENIE.I found the green robot.The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:GREENIE.I am looking at the green robot.The fact that the descriptions are sub-KL symbolscaptures the phenomenon of \I know what she lookslike, but I can't describe her." They do not representmental entities like KL terms do. Bill is not a bluesquare, and Cassie doesn't think he is. Descriptions arejust arbitrary symbols used by the (real or simulated)vision system to locate objects in the (real or simulated)world. They are links that ground KR terms in objectsin the world.The PMLa variable *STM* serves as Cassie's iconicshort-term memory, and replaces, in the case of thesimulations, or supplements, in the case of the hardwarerobot, the cameras and SAL vision system. *STM* al-ways contains the PMLw symbol standing for the objectCassie is currently looking at. From this symbol, thedescription of the object is directly accessible. For ex-ample, in the Garnet simulation, the green robot is sim-ulated by a structured object whose :FILLING-STYLEslot is �lled by OPAL:GREEN-FILL. If the symbol in*STM* satis�es the description of an object Cassie isrequested to �nd or look at, she doesn't have to doanything:: Look at a robot.I am looking at the green robot.Symbol-Grounding by ActionIn addition to demonstrating her understanding of\green" and of the shape of robots, Cassie has demon-strated her understanding of the verb \�nd". Similarly,if we ask her to \Go to the green robot," the Nomadrobot will actually move until it is next to the greenrobot with its cameras focussing on it, demonstratingan understanding of \go to." Using the ASCII simula-tion:: Go to the green robot.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:GREENIEI went to the green robot.I am near the green robot.If we ask the Nomad robot to follow Bill, it will moveuntil it is next to Bill, and then remain next to himeven if he moves.: Follow Bill.The FEVAHR is looking for something



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 4that's BLUE and a SQUARE.The FEVAHR found WORLD:BILL.I found Bill.The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:BILL.I am looking at Bill.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:BILLI went to Bill.I am near Bill.The FEVAHR is following WORLD:BILLI am following Bill.FEVAHR primitive action terms include talkto,find, goto, follow, and stop. In this paper, actionterms will be written as though they were function sym-bols taking as arguments terms denoting the objects theaction is to be performed on. The functional term, it-self, represents an act. For example, the functional termfind(B6) represents the act of �nding the green robot,represented by B6.We consider an event to be something that happensover some time interval. We use two event-formingfunctions:Near(p, o): Agent p is near object o.Act(p, a(o)): Agent p performs act a on object o.For example, Near(B1, B6) represents the event ofCassie, represented by B1, being near the green robot,and Act(B1, find(B6)) represents the event of Cassie�nding the green robot.Following, being near, going-to, looking-at and �nd-ing are connected by the following KL rule (expressedin SNePSLOG):all(p)(Agent(p)=> all(o)(Thing(o)=> fPrecondition(Act(p, follow(o)),Near(p, o)),Goal(Near(p, o),Act(p, goto(o))),Precondition(Act(p, goto(o)),Act(p, lookat(o))),Goal(Act(p, lookat(o)),Act(p, find(o)))g))That is,� A precondition of an agent's following an object isthat the agent is near the object.� The way to achieve the goal that an agent is near anobject is for the agent to go to the object.� A precondition of an agent's going to an object isthat the agent is looking at the object.� The way to achieve the goal that an agent is lookingat an object is for the agent to �nd the object.Both Precondition and Goal take two events as argu-ments, and form terms representing propositions:Precondition(e1, e2): The proposition that in orderfor event e1 to occur, event e2 must be occurring.

Goal(e1, e2): The proposition that the way toachieve the goal that e1 occurs is to get e2 to oc-cur.Actions and sequences and other structures of actionsare represented and implemented in SNePS using theSNePS Rational Engine (SNeRE) (Kumar 1996), whichalso allows for action in the service of reasoning andreasoning in the service of action (Kumar & Shapiro1994). Precondition and Goal propositions are usedby the SNeRE executive.� If Cassie is to perform an act a and the propositionPrecondition(e, Act(B1, a)) is in or is inferablefrom the KL knowledge base, then before performingthe act, Cassie must achieve that event e occurs.� If Cassie is to achieve that event e occurs and theproposition Goal(e, Act(B1, a)) is in or is infer-able from the KL knowledge base, then Cassie per-forms the act a.(The individual constant B1 is not built into SNeRE.Instead, SNeRE uses whatever term is the value of thevariable *I. See below for a discussion of *I.)Actions (and, by extension, the acts they are the ac-tions of) may be primitive or composite. Compositeacts are decomposed by the SNeRE executive. If Cassieis to perform the composite act a, and the propositionPlan(a, b) is in or is inferable from the KL knowledgebase, then Cassie, instead, performs b. Presumably, bis a primitive act which constitutes a plan for accom-plishing a. The FEVAHR knows of two such plans:all(o)(Thing(o) => Plan(lookat(o), find(o)))all(a)(Agent(a)=> Plan(help(a),snsequence(talkto(a), follow(a))))The primitive action snsequence is provided bySNeRE, and performs its argument acts in order.For other primitive actions provided by SNeRE, see(Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998).Terms denoting primitive actions are grounded byaligning them with PMLa functions, which call PMLwfunctions. PMLa functions do a bit more than justcall their PMLw versions. What else they do will bediscussed in a later section.For Cassie to perform an act represented by someprimitive act term, the PMLa function aligned withthe action term is called, and given the argumentterms as its arguments. For example, the SNePS termfind is aligned with the PMLa function findfun. Sofind(B6) is performed by calling the Common Lispfunction findfun on the argument B6. findfun re-trieves the description aligned with B6, and calls thefunction WORLD:FIND-OBJ with that description as itsargument.The primitive action goto is aligned with the PMLafunction gofun. gofun works by calling WORLD:GOTOon the value of *STM*. Thus the FEVAHR goes towhatever it is looking at, but since looking at an en-tity is a precondition for going to it, and looking at



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 5an entity is achieved by �nding it, and �nding an en-tity results in *STM* being set properly, it all workscorrectly. *STM* is a key link connecting vision (�nd-ing/looking) with action (going), and both of them withlanguage and reasoning. This assumes, of course, eye-body coordination|that the FEVAHR can successfullygo to what it is looking at. This is the responsibilityof the robotics folks and the various simulation imple-mentors.Thus, symbols representing colors, objects, and cate-gories of objects are grounded in perception, while sym-bols representing actions are grounded in behavior, andbehavior is directed at the correct objects by eye-bodycoordination.First-Person Privileged KnowledgeKnowledge of what one is physically doing does nothave to be obtained by reasoning. For example, al-though you might have to reason to decide that I amcurrently sitting down, I do not. This is called \�rst-person privileged knowledge." Cassie acts by execut-ing the PMLa function associated with an action term.This PMLa function creates the SNePS term that rep-resents Cassie's belief that she is doing the act, addsthis term to the KL knowledge base, and gives it tothe English generator for output. (These are some ofthe additional operations performed by PMLa functionsmentioned above.) Since the belief is created by the actitself, it is justi�ed true belief, i.e., knowledge, and sinceit is created by Cassie's own action, it is �rst-personpriviliged knowledge.The proposition that an agent p performs some ac-tion a on some object o at some time t is representedby a functional term (see (Shapiro 1993)) of the formOccurs(Act(p, a(o)), t). For example, the propo-sition that Cassie found the green robot at the timerepresented by B13 is represented by Occurs(Act(B1,find(B6)), B13). Recall that find(B6) is performedby calling findfun on the argument B6. The operationsthat findfun performs include creating B13 to repre-sent the time of �nding (see below), and creating, as-serting, and expressing Occurs(Act(B1, find(B6)),B13).The Representation and Use of IndexicalsIndexicals are words whose meanings are determinedby the occasion of their use, such as \I", \you", \now",\then", \here", and \there". Cassie understands andcan use a set of indexicals with the aid of a triple,h�I; �YOU; �NOWi, of values, based on the \Deictic Cen-ter" of (Duchan, Bruder, & Hewitt 1995):*I is the SNePS term that represents Cassie, herself;*YOU is the SNePS term that represents whomeverCassie is currently talking to;*NOW is the SNePS term that represents the currenttime.

The input analyzer interprets �rst person pronouns torefer to *YOU, interprets second person pronouns to re-fer to *I, and interprets \here" to refer to the locationof *YOU. Similarly, the generator uses �rst person pro-nouns to refer to *I, uses second person pronouns torefer to *YOU, and uses the value of *NOW to help deter-mine the tense of generated sentences.The following shows the use of indexicals by theASCII version of the FEVAHR.: Come here.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:STUI came to you.I am near you.: Who am I?you are a personand your name is `Stu'.: Who have you talked to?I am talking to you.: Talk to Bill.The FEVAHR is starting to talk to WORLD:BILLI am talking to you.: Come here.The FEVAHR is looking for somethingthat's BLUE and a SQUARE.The FEVAHR found WORLD:BILL.I found you.The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:BILL.I am looking at you.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:BILLI came to you.I am near you.: Who am I?you are a personand your name is `Bill'.: Who are you?I am the FEVAHRand my name is `Cassie'.: Who have you talked to?I talked to Stuand I am talking to you.Notice that� Cassie's interpretation of \here" and \I" depend onwho is talking to her.� Cassie addresses whomever she is talking to as \you,"but refers to Stu as \Stu" when talking to Bill.� Cassie understands that when Stu or Bill use \you"they mean her, and she has beliefs about herselfwhich she expresses using \I."� Cassie uses present tense when reporting who she iscurrently talking to, but past tense to report past in-



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 6stances of talking, even though those instances werereported in the present tense while they were occur-ring.The interpretation of indexicals is done by the anal-ysis grammar, and the generation of indexicals is doneby the generation grammar. The SNePS representationis not a�ected. B5 is the interpretation of \I" when Billsays \I", and the interpretation of \Bill" when Stu says\Bill." When Cassie wants to refer to the individualrepresented by B5 to Stu, she uses the referring expres-sion \Bill", and when she wants to refer to him to Bill,she uses \you."A Personal Sense of TimeAs mentioned above, Cassie's deictic center includesthe variable *NOW, which always contains the SNePSterm that represents the current time. We use the re-lations AFTER and DURING to relate times (we may useadditional temporal relations in the future), so Cassiecan have beliefs about what she is doing vs. what shedid in the past, and so she can have beliefs about thetemporal ordering of her past actions. The question iswhen should *NOW move? The simple answer is when-ever Cassie acts, but how *NOW moves is more involved.We categorize Cassie's actions into punctual actionsand durative actions, as well as into several modalities.Based on the Garnet simulation, we consider �nding,going, and stopping to be punctual actions (but thispresents a problem for the Nomad version|see below),and talking, looking, and following to be durative ac-tions. Finding, going, looking, and following are all inone modality, while talking is in another modality. (SeeTable 2.) An action in one modality must interrupt an-punctual durativespeech/hearing talktovision/motion find lookatgoto, stop followTable 2: Categorization of actionsother action in the same modality that is directed at an-other object (Cassie must stop looking at Stu in orderto �nd Bill, but not in order to go to Stu.), but needn'tinterrupt an action in the other modality (Cassie cancontinue talking to Stu while going to a red robot). Weclassify stopping in the same modality as looking andfollowing, because for the current FEVAHR those arethe durative actions that stopping stops. (See (Crangle& Suppes 1994, pp. 159{172) for a more involved dis-cussion of the problems of \saying `stop' to a robot."): Who are you looking at?I am looking at you.: Come here.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:STUI came to you.I am near you.

: Who are you looking at?I am looking at you.: Find Bill.The FEVAHR is looking for somethingthat's BLUE and a SQUARE.The FEVAHR found WORLD:BILL.I found Bill.The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:BILL.I am looking at Bill.: Who are you looking at?I looked at youand I am looking at Bill.: Who are you talking to?I am talking to you.: Follow a red robot.The FEVAHR is looking for somethingthat's RED and a CIRCLE.The FEVAHR found WORLD:REDROB-2.I found a red robot.The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:REDROB-2.I am looking at a red robot.The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:REDROB-2I went to a red robot.I am near a red robot.The FEVAHR is following WORLD:REDROB-2I am following a red robot.: Who are you talking to?I am talking to you.: Who am I?you are a personand your name is `Stu'.: Stop.The FEVAHR is stopping.I stopped.: Who are you looking at?I looked at youand I looked at Billand I looked at a red robot.: Who are you following?I followed a red robot.: Who are you talking to?I am talking to you.The movement of *NOW depends on whether the ac-tion to be done is punctual or durative:punctual: The action is performed at a new timewhich is AFTER the curent *NOW; an additional timeterm is created which is AFTER the time of the act;



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 7and *NOW is moved to this latest time.durative: The action is performed at a new time whichis AFTER the curent *NOW; an additional time term iscreated which is DURING the time of the act; and *NOWis moved to this latest time.In addition, if any durative action was being done beforethis action was started, and that action is either in adi�erent modality from this one, or is directed to thesame object as this one is, then the new *NOW is alsoasserted to be DURING the time of that action.All the operations discussed in this subsection arecarried out by the PMLa functions, and this completesthe discussion of what the PMLa functions do. Tosummarize, each PMLa function: calls the appropri-ate PMLw function to e�ect the action; if appropri-ate, changes the values of *YOU and *STM*; creates oneor more new time terms, creates propositions relatingthem, and updates the value of *NOW; creates a propo-sition that Cassie has done (or is doing) the action, andgenerates an English expression of that proposition.Low-Level Bodily AwarenessAlthough the creation of action beliefs by PMLa func-tions captures the notion of �rst-person privilegedknowledge, it is not good enough to capture the tim-ing of durative actions for the Nomad robot versionof the FEVAHR, nor for any version for which PMLcand lower levels operate as processes separate from andasynchronous to the KL and PMLa processes. In thosecases, the PMLa functions and the PMLw functionsthey call only initiate the actual bodily actions; theyterminate before the bodily actions are complete. More-over, find and goto, which I categorized as punctualactions above, are durative actions for the real robot.When Cassie says \I went to Bill" it is because thePMLa function responsible for going to Bill has exe-cuted, but the robot, under control of the SAL is prob-ably still moving across the oor. To solve this prob-lem, and make Cassie more accurately aware of whather body is doing, we must have feedback all the wayfrom the SAL to the KL.The Nomad robot version of the FEVAHR uses vi-sion to avoid obstacles on its path. Therefore, while itis going to Bill or any other object as a result of a spe-ci�c command, it may look at and avoid other objectsin its way. Feedback from the SAL to the KL is neededto make the FEVAHR \consciously aware" of these ob-jects, so that, for example, it could accurately answerthe questions \What are you looking at?" or \Whathave you looked at."In addition, the current domain rules for FEVAHRactions assume that a sequence of actions such as is il-lustrated here (with the \The FEVAHR ..." print-outsdeleted to save space):: Go to the green robotand then go to Bill and help him.I found the green robot.I am looking at the green robot.

I went to the green robot.I am near the green robot.I found Bill.I am looking at Bill.I went to Bill.I am near Bill.I am talking to you.I came to you.I am near you.I am following you.may be performed as quickly as the PMLa and PMLwfunctions allow. When this command was given tothe hardware robot, the PMLa functions executed soquickly that we didn't even notice it making any move-ment toward the green robot. It seemed to skip the �rstcommand, and just immediately go to Bill. This mustbe changed so that subsequent actions in a sequence areperformed when and only when SAL feedback and sen-sory actions indicate that the earlier actions have beencompleted. It is also clear from this ASCII simulationthat Cassie should not perform an action whose goal isalready accomplished.We began to address these problems during the �-nal stages of the Nomad FEVAHR project, and willcontinue as we transfer the embodied Cassie to a newdomain. UXO RemediationWe are currently in the process of transferring the FE-VAHR implementation to a robot that will perform the\unexploded ordnance (UXO) remediation" task. Thisrobot will operate on a rectangular �eld in which aresome unexploded land mines, or other ordnance. Therobot will have to �nd a UXO, and either carry it to adrop-o� place at a corner of the �eld, or set a charge onit to blow it up, meanwhile moving to a safe place. Therobot will also have to sense when its batteries are low,and then interrupt what it is doing to go to a rechargestation and recharge them. The robot will have to beable to report at any time what it is doing and whereit is in the �eld. As with the FEVAHR, we will developthe KL and PMLa levels of the UXO robot using sim-ulations of the lower levels and of the world, and thentransfer these upper levels to real robot hardware.SummaryMy colleagues and I have been engaged in a series ofprojects in which Cassie, the SNePS cognitive agent,has been incorporated into a hardware or software-simulated cognitive robot. In this paper, I gave anoverview of these projects, and discussed some of theways embodiment inuences the creation and meaningof the agent's beliefs and other terms in its knowledgebase.The knowledge base resides at the Knowledge Level(KL), the locus of \conscious" reasoning. All the en-tities the robot can think about and discuss are repre-sented at the KL by terms of SNePS, the KR&R system



To appear, AAAI 1998 Fall Symposium on Cognitive Robotics 8used to implement the KL. Object, property, and cate-gory terms are grounded by aligning them with sub-KLdescriptions that are used by a real or simulated vi-sion system to locate objects in the real or simulatedworld, and place sub-KL representations of them in*STM* a variable that is the robot's short-term iconicmemory. Action terms are grounded by aligning themwith sub-KL functions that carry out the representedactions, using *STM* and/or the hardware vision sys-tem to e�ect eye-body coordination. Action functionsinsert into the knowledge base beliefs that they are be-ing done, so that the robot has �rst-person privilegedknowledge of its actions. Action functions also insertinto the knowledge base terms representing the timesthe actions are done, and beliefs that give temporalrelations among the times, providing the robot witha personal sense of time. The robot can understandand use indexical words by using a deictic center ofvariables(h�I; �YOU; �NOWi) containing the terms repre-senting: the robot itself; the person it is talking with;and the current time. The latter two variables are up-dated by the action functions, so the robot's sense ofits place in the world comes from its embodied aspectrather than from thinking about it.Although the sub-KL symbols and functions we havebeen using do capture these notions of embodiment, weneed to give the KL feedback from even lower bodilylevels of the robot architecture, so that the robot has abetter idea of what it is doing, and when it has accom-plished its tasks.AcknowledgementsThis work was supported in part by NASA under con-tracts NAS 9-19004 and NAS 9-19335, and in part byONR under contract N00014-98-C-0062. I appreciatethe comments made by Bill Rapaport, Debra Burhans,Fran Johnson, and Haythem Ismail on earlier drafts ofthis paper. ReferencesCrangle, C., and Suppes, P. 1994. Language andLearning for Robots. Stanford, CA: CSLI Publications.Duchan, J. F.; Bruder, G. A.; and Hewitt, L. E., eds.1995. Deixis in Narrative: A Cognitive Science Per-spective. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,Inc.1993. Garnet reference manual, version 2.2. School ofComputer Science, Carnegie Mellon University, Pitts-burgh, PA.Harnad, S. 1990. The symbol grounding problem.Physica D 42:335{346.Hexmoor, H.; Lammens, J.; and Shapiro, S. C. 1993.Embodiment in GLAIR: a grounded layered architec-ture with integrated reasoning for autonomous agents.In Dankel II, D. D., and Stewman, J., eds., Pro-ceedings of The Sixth Florida AI Research Symposium(FLAIRS 93). The Florida AI Research Society. 325{329.
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